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                                       The whole is greater than the sum of the parts   

As Christian Life Community of Canada we will act as communities, not as individual identities. We will develop 
leadership in CLC Canada that will move communities to action with special attention to youth/young adults.  

Through the apostolate of the Spiritual Exercises: Communication, Education, Social Justice In Action, we will strive 
to better love and serve the Blessed Trinity in our world community as the Canadian CLC. 

 

1.1  From January 2014 to April 2014, CLC communities across Canada were invited to respond 

to a national review/evaluation of our Common Mission. The response has been inspiring and 

igniting! Presented here are the Recommendations ONLY, while the entire 36 pages of 

awareness, clarities and insights are to be found on our CLC website. Thank you for responding! 

1.2.  How do you sense the Spirit calling CLC Canada forward on mission within the context of 

CLC GP 4 ? 

Our Community is made up of Christians: men and women, adults and youth, of all social conditions who 

want to follow Jesus Christ more closely and work with him for the building of the Kingdom, who have 

recognized Christian Life Community as their particular vocation within the Church.  

We aim to become committed Christians in bearing witness to those human and Gospel values within the 

Church and society, which affect the dignity of the person, the welfare of the family and the integrity of 

creation.  

We are particularly aware of the pressing need to work for justice through a preferential option for the 

poor and a simple life style, which expresses our freedom and solidarity with them.  

To prepare our members more effectively for apostolic witness and service, especially in our daily 

environment, we assemble people in community who feel a more urgent need to unite their human life in 

all its dimensions with the fullness of their Christian faith according to our charism.  

We seek to achieve this unity of life in response to the call of Christ from within the world in which we 

live.  

Recommendations from across CLC Canada: 

1.3 Community                                                                                                                               

1.4 Leadership                                                                                                                           

1.5 Youth                                                                                                                                  

1.6 Spiritual Exercises                                                                                                                

1.7 Communication                                                                                                                  

1.8 Education                                                                                                                                    

1.9 Social Justice in Action                                                                                                         

2.0 Recommendations specific to the wording of the Common Mission Statement. 
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1.3  COMMUNITY 

 In the Nairobi World Assembly, we came to a turning point in our World Community 

discerning that we are called to be a DSSE community 

 Make it a point to join one or more communities in your locality to come together 
periodically. 

 That mature CLCs mentor new CLCs in how to live the DSSE process through shared 

processes of learning  (GPs) and applying them concretely (as suggested in Manual II) 

 Actively live the DSSE communally 
 When a community discerns the call to mission, live the process with enthusiasm; be 

open to whatever direction you’re drawn to no matter the end result. Do not be 
attached to any expectations. 

 Create space in regular meetings to allow a person’s passion to be heard in case God 
wants the community to catch fire. Assembly scripture: “one who hears God’s word … 
produces more fruit.” Even if it comes from one person … the seed falls on the fertile 
soil of group. Our CLCS have to be fertile ground for the seed of even one person to 
take root and go somewhere. 

 Find a way to allow what is heard in Part I of a meeting to be carried over into Part 2 

 CLC is to be mission oriented but at the same time, we need to continue to offer the gift 
of the CLC way of life. 

 Encourage members to bring personal ministry calls to the community for discernment. 
 When acting as a community, don’t have too many goals for a particular action because 

it can be overwhelming 
 That National puts energy into encouraging that personal discernment be brought to the 

community 

 To be intentional about celebrating the fruit of a discernment 

 Communities, especially small ones, meet regularly as clusters to get to know the gifts 
of members in the local area. 

 make conserted and constrained effort with CVX Canada to act as as ONE community   
e.g. Haitian Mission 

 Do evaluation periodically (“How are we doing in our missions?”) and reflection after 
community events 

 for “CLC Canada to act as a community” in CLC executives and councils, in working 
groups, peer groups and at all levels of CLC structure* 

 Urgent to get people into CLCs, get them to complete formation and then help them 
respond to missions. 

 Individuals can't do it (Christ's Mission)alone, and are prone to burnout if they try, but 
communities have the wider resource. 

 Would like to see where are we as a CLC community in the bigger picture, where is the 
community leading us? 

 Development of Membership base and creation of new communities needs to be a 

continuing endeavor especially as it reflects a response to community ‘ground level’ 

spiritual need 

 Try to attend a retreat once a year; Communities could retreat together. 

 Small communities need to pool their gifts as clusters so that individual members aren’t 
overwhelmed.                                                                                                        
FAQ for new members 
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•  Recruitment of members for future groups  

 For our community maybe joining another small community in this area, or increasing 
cluster meetings.   

 Share the preparation- phonecalls  ordering books, booking the space, TV and DVD 
player 

 Close a series of community gatherings with a pot luck. 
 

 Introduce CLC for Fall 2014 in an new area 
 Recognize that it takes time to reach goals.  It is important to recognize that small 

incremental steps toward a goal gives us the time to conceptualize and communalize a 

goal and keep a record of our progress.   

 Each group will be different.  Discuss specific prayer plan for what is seen as a priority.  

 Be prayerful about issues; keep our communities in prayer; be open to intercessory 

prayer. 

 Have a common prayer written and shared among CLC’s that we could all be 
encouraged to pray…a communication network of prayer. 

 Think it is necessary for CLC to reach out and invite others 
 Being focused on community is what keeps us going 

 First impression, the  sense of community in a small group was emphasized 
 Sharing is an integral part of what we do… not like a bible group or prayer group. 
 Listening through silences and deepening our understanding 

 Our CLC bonds/connections be strengthened through local/regional/national 
meetings/gatherings. 

 This process of preparation for the assembly is very fruitful, but time-consuming. Could 
a little more time be allotted? 

 Perhaps we need to pray for greater unity and work with our limitations as a spiritual 
and tangible goal. 

 Encourage more and more people to complete the CLC formation process, discern and 
decide whether or not to make a permanent commitment, and if they are not called to 

the CLC commitment to go and find where they are called. 

 As a community each member could identify their personal growing edge. 
 Steady the ship.  
  Continue to evaluate in mini steps.   
 Provide opportunity for communities to renew core CLC values.   
 Review assumptions.   
 Invite all communities to share.   
 Which area is our growing edge? Our members are growing in discipleship  

 We've raised awareness of the usefulness and effectiveness of electronic means of 

communication in bringing together those who are otherwise unable to attend CLC 

meetings, with the caution/challenge that we are dis-incarnated when we communicate 

in this way and therefore need to meet face to face periodically (as often as possible). 

 Some groups been offered the opportunity to invite people in Southwestern Ontario into 

CLC, either by starting groups in their town/city/parish or by using Skype. We know that 
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we can use Skype if for any reason it becomes impossible to attend a meeting in person. 

Perhaps we are all called to become Guides of Skype groups or Guides by Skype for 

groups that meet face to face. 

 To celebrate CLC Canada’s contribution to the World Community 

 Another is: how do we help people see that CLC is not a top down organization and that 

every member's contribution and opinion is valuable and helps the whole of CLC to 

grow. 

 We need to revisit our actions and evaluate with the big “E”. 

More understanding between communities of their own capacity and how they are 

strengthening their missions.  More understanding between National and Regional 

1.4 LEADERSHIP 

 CLC will develop leaders who will discern apostolic action with a preferential option for 

the poor. 

 Consider how we can make commitment to leadership more palatable (shared).  
 The greatest achievements seem to have been regionally directed.  Therefore an 

approach to ‘think Nationally’ and ‘ Act Regionally’ would perhaps be an  approach to 

consider 

 With greater discernment and input from the ground swell of CLC membership, perhaps 

National should consider a means for more focused communication and ongoing 

involvement of the local CLC membership and leadership 

 God is still forming CLC in Canada and internationally; our National Focus should be 

tailored and directed into specific actions for achievement.   

 A three time frame is not lengthy to achieve strategic results 

 it will be impossible to move forward without Leadership Formation 

 To continue to encourage and provide for the training of new guides as well as for their 
ongoing formation in the CLC process of growth and in using CLC/Ignatian tools 

 To encourage the formation in Group Guide Peer Support groups that meet regularly in 
all areas (not just Regions) where guides exercise this ministry 

 To help CLC guides/leaders learn how to develop intentional processes to appropriate 
(deepen and adapt ) their learning from formation events/documents   

 To encourage Regions to develop a leadership formation history line as part of 
celebrating what God has done and to discern how God may be pointing the way 
forward 

 To encourage Regional ExCo’s with their Regional Councils to develop strategies for 
ongoing CLC leadership development that reflect clearly discerned goals and objective 
within a specific time frame  

 That Canada’s National and Regional leadership make use of all resources offered them 
including reports from working groups, ad hoc committees, and local group updates to 
guide their discernment and planning.   

 Encourage CLC members to be open to discern, with the help of their community, 
when they are called to serve in leadership roles  

 A greater sharing of our resources (documents, processes, communal actions, 
workshops, etc.) with each other and other Regions in Canada and beyond. 
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 CLC Nationally needs a greater strategic focus. It seems currently there is fragmentation 

resulting in strengths not being garnered well from a coordinated National Body 

 Keep an eye out for natural leadership qualities then mentor.  

 As start-up leaders, we've all had experience in come and see. The manuals taught me 

to welcome people and receive them into CLC.   

 National needs to take responsibility for developing and safeguarding unified training 

approach re CLC documents and way of proceeding. 

 National take responsibility to survey Canada’s CLC membership  to determine if there 
are issues in receiving CLC communications like emails and documents as these are all 
important in developing communities leading to acting as community. E.g.is information 
being sent, received and is this consistent across the country.    

 National make Regional Reps accountable for communication within individual CLC 
group regarding the second part of the meeting. 

 National keep focused on the development of group guides as they are key to 
community development. 

 National explore possible ways of proceeding to enable two or more CLC communities to 
“twin” and act together as community in mission. 

 That National puts energy into encouraging that personal discernment be brought to the 

community 

 Some method to ensure every community responds during a regional meeting. 

 strongly encourage CVX Canada, CLC Canada and CLC USA to act as ONE community in 
North American Region 

 continue to share the process of communal discernment at World Assemblies 
 for “CLC Canada to act as a community” in CLC executives and councils, in working 

groups, peer groups and at all levels of CLC structure 

 for World CVX-CLC to adopt this process at the world level  
 Make leadership a top priority. 
 Reminding ourselves of the living and teachings of Christ and of how he was oppressed 

and how we oppress others as individuals or groups, should be the essence of our 
leadership.  

 Figure out how we lead as individuals - watch for oppression entering our leadership. 

 Have a 2 page hand-out on 'Leadership at a glance' with images and maxims related to 
leadership 

 on the National Level - explore the relationship between DSSE (Discern, Send, Support, 

Evaluate) and this Goal.   

 When interested people who live in remote places contact CLC find ways at first to meet 

them and welcome them, then bring several of them together preferably in university or 

college residence for a face to face meeting with experienced CLC skippers, have a " 

CLC Weekend Workshop" where they experience a CLC meeting and learn to use skype, 

repeat until they are confident enough to meet by Skype, then have them be start-up 

leaders in their own local area while they continue their own formation by Skype---in 

other words ease into Skype . 

 National gather information from all CLC communities in regards to communal missions , 

then collate information and disseminate to all local CLC.    
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 That guides and other CLC leaders be given more formation in social analysis* 
 That CLC leaders find better ways to help local CLCs ‘process’ important CLC 

communications     

 That more Guides be formed and that they be equipped to educate CLC groups in living 
this way of life. 

 Become more embracing of other Christian traditions in the writings and in the 
celebrations of gatherings 

 More intentionality about being ecumenical  
 That sub-committee be formed within Region and National communities according to 

Lebanon’s four mission areas for deeper study 
 When doing formation, including leadership formation, the language used has to be 

accessible to everyone. This would be even more important when working together with 

youth. Eg. Some of our members felt a great disconnect and sense of frustration when 

working on these reflection exercises because of the language. Yet when we were able 

to break it open together, face to face, all had lots to say. 

 It’s important to remember that leaders come in all kinds of packages. 

 National needs to ensure more training of more group guides and use collaborative 
model for training/mentoring. 

 National ensures all CLC regions take responsibility for identifying and developing 
leaders (coordinators, group guides and contact persons) . 

 National in collaboration with regions develop common description of roles and 
responsibilities for leadership positions at all levels of CLC. 

 National take responsibility for forming a national training team to develop materials and 
training packages designed to form leaders across Canada. The national training team 
would be composed of leaders from all four Canadian regions. 

 National explore ways to support communities who do not have group guides eg. 
periodic presence of group guides and Skype. 

 There are many obstacles for this age group.  The model of formation may not be the 
easiest for them.    

 Four of us did stage 3 and decided to give formation for 5 yrs. We made commitment to 
CLC – everyone of us took on leadership roles. Our leadership emerged more clearly 
than it had before that. We led community skype meetings and experienced a highly 
successful formation discernment. 

 The whole formation program for CLC is not only formation for a discerning way of life 

in our Ignatian community and outside it, it is ipso facto formation for leadership. We 

see the potential that we are given by our Ignatian formation when we look at Pope 

Francis, a Jesuit, with a formation parallel to our own, and see how he has internalized, 

or been formed in such a way that he has within himself the structures needed to be 

spontaneous in complex and hard to foresee leadership situations. We need to gain 

confidence in the work of the Spirit in ourselves.  

 All who reach Stage Four have the deep structures to give them a wide repertoire of 

ways of leading, and we need only build faith to take the risks of moving others to 

action.  

 I think our Common Apostolic Mission to Haitians including those living in Dominican 
Republic is something we can be grateful for; the Spirit has moved us deeply, as was 
seen at our Regional Assembly last fall (2013). Lack of communication/information, 
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particularly when there was a transition underway with the school in La Cienaga, has 
been discouraging.  

 Develop Servant Leadership Model – like Pope Francis            
 

1.5 YOUTH 

 That CLC Canada leadership engage with leadership of youth with mental health needs 
(spiritual needs)…to invite Canadian dialogue on that topic 

 More focus on inviting more youth, young adults, and young families. 
 Responding to the sign of the times: we see the loss of faith among the young people in 

Canada (Toronto), and declining trust and interest in parish, we would recommend CLC 
take up some formation work for young adults (e.g. early parenthood).  Based on the 
unique graces in CLC, the young people can share the gift of community, spirituality and 
the sense of adventure in mission 

 Responding to the sign of the times: demographically there are more young people in 
Latin America, Africa, Asia than in Northern America and Europe, the Haitian mission is 
then fulfilling our mission in advocating the young work in the area.  By sharing the 
charism of CLC and help them to set their CLC communities, more young Haitians can 
receive the grace of CLC. 

 More focus on inviting more youth, young adults, and young families. 
 More exposure of CLC YA to the National Council; mentoring and shadowing 
 Toward more cohesive leadership plan another LFE and /or incorporate this formation 

regularly into Regional meetings / add a Youth /Young Adult component.* 
 Meet youth where they are at – through School Boards, join highschool/ university 

immersion trips to share Ignatian Tools 

 Perhaps a workshop on youth and what in their life constitutes basic demands vs. their 

spiritual readiness for adding on a spiritual commitment.  

 If we have the leadership who will draw in and work with the youth. 

 Discern names of people who might serve in this leadership role. 

 Develop a plan whereby young people could be attracted to a CLC way of life. 

 Pray that we may have the wisdom to know what needs to be done in order for potential 

leaders to act. 

 Invite people, including the youth/young adults, to CLC’s “Come and See” 

 

 CLC Canada needs to put more emphasis thru prayer /discernment and time in 

journeying with older youth / young adults. These are our seeds / roots to sprout for the 

future 

 Evaluate what models were used in the past few years in CLC in journeying with older 

youth and young adults.  Revisit , discern and implement those that were effective ( * 

response would need to  be implemented first ) 

 That the National and Regional leadership provide direction for this mission area, …. 
perhaps through a Working Group 

 That we find ways to better understand the youth cultural – to learn from young adults 
themselves  
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 That we network with others already engaged with youth/young adults – university 
chaplains, youth ministers, organizations such as Catholic Christian Outreach, the new 
Jesuit outreach rallies (Hearts On Fire) etc.  

 That CLC guides be offered formation ‘for’ this specific field of mission – and to draw on 
others insights in this area 

 That we be more intentional with having ‘witness’ stories that have given attention to 
youth -in our CLC communications and gatherings   

 That we form young CLC members as leaders by involving them in workshops, training, 
Regional Council meetings, Assemblies, retreats. 

 Because of the need to fight evil in our culture, that young people, after some training, 
make their presence known to other young people at the high school and university 
levels by bringing Christ to their peers. 

 Because of the pressure put on the government to fund abortion fully and without 
restrictions and because there are so many young mothers and fathers trying to decide 
whether to choose life or death for their unborn, that we work to support mother and 
child homes and reach out to these young adults. 

 That we reach out to young homeless people and young people contemplating suicide. 
 Because of the need of young adults, provide resources to form CLCs for young people 

in a format that is appropriate to their need. 

 Because of what young people deal with in the culture, we need to form young leaders 

to assist in reaching out to them in the areas of spirituality, faith development, a support 

system for their real practical life issues.  

 National undertake an evaluation of present YA CLC’s with a key focus being to 
determine “why it is working” and then discern how to proceed with group focus. 

 National explore ‘new model’ of CLC more geared to YA’s e.g. content focusing on YA’s 
self awareness. 

 National more intentionally connect with YA’s .There is a need to know their needs and 
expectations. 

 National take responsibility to form leaders well grounded in ways of proceeding in 
developing YA groups. 

 National develop ways to collaborate with Jesuits, who are involved with ministry to 
youth, and assist CLC Canada in pursuing goals with YA. 

 CLC presence on college/university campuses by inviting formation of groups to learn 
Ignatian tools and form small interim communities. 

 CLC needs to use current technology to communicate.  
 

 Networking between the regions to facilitate possible new YA members or interested YA. 
 Write up our open skype mtgs experience and perhaps try and contact those who have 

already had some Ignatian experience i.e. people who have taken Ignatian retreats, 
students who were in pre CLC grps in highschool or university. 

 Collaborate with Jesuits in activities with young people i.e. insertion trips, retreats etc. 
CLC Canada establish CLCs in as many university parishes as we can. 

 Have each grp in CLC Canada look ahead 20 yrs and urgently plan to get young people 
involved in formation.  

  Explore support networks for families – holidays for families / camping, Ignatian 
spirituality   

 Look at how to keep the youths that have been contacted.  Take initiative to round up 
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those scattered.   

 Can we obtain in some way a formation program and documentation specifically geared 
to youth and young adults; can we agree on a clearer description of our target groups---
youth and young adults; can we work with the family? 

 We need guidelines/formation specifically geared to youth and young adults. In addition, 
how do we reach those who are between the ages of 16 and 25 or 30? Our Canadian 
formation materials are not geared to that age group.  

 We must make personal contact, even if we feel inadequate.  If those of us who are 
senior citizens try to talk to those who are younger than we are and they try to talk to 
those younger than they are and so on, contact will be made with youth.  Perhaps we 
could follow the model used at the university in Alexandria, where they arrange a 
Habitat for Humanity project and ask people to sign up.  It would be attended by about 
10 CLC members, a couple of Jesuits and 20-30 others.  At the end of a days work, all 
gather and share their day. From this came a couple of people, who wish to explore CLC 
way of life. 

 This evaluation of the CCM was done in an open grp setting on skype with input from a 
previous Hong Kong CLCer and 2 previous Brazilian CLCers. In Hong Kong efforts are 
made every 3-5 yrs to form a new grp in each university. 

 However, we found much attention to youth and young adults in our own respective 
personal 
apostolic missions. 

 There have been a number of intentions at assemblies that were hope filled aspirations 

for inclusion of young adults but no action followed. Some informal reaching out, 

learning and appreciation has been experienced but no systematic plan for action in this 

area has been undertaken up to this point. 

 Although this goal doesn’t resonate with us, we can see that it was identified as a 
mission priority at our last World Assembly and thus seems relevant today 
 

          The Spirit may be calling us, in CLC Canada, 

 to be more visible (who we are as CLC) – to have a higher profile in the local Church 

 to be a National voice by contributing (in a formal way) to the Church’s Synod on the 

Family. 

Family and Youth as a priority (though all are important frontiers)   

 There is a connection between the family and youth (two of the Lebanon priorities.) 

Both are under attack in our culture, including marriage as the basic unit of family life.   

 There is a loss of hope, of identity, value and dignity that is eating away at family life 

and especially leaving our youth feeling confused and ‘lost’ and vulnerable.   

 We need to find ways to strengthen the family – that they might become communities 

of deep belonging and faith 

 We acknowledge that the economic pressures – and the issue of real poverty can be 

tied to the struggle of families in our culture and we need to examine the structural 

causes of this  - and be open to collaborate with those who are already in the field and 

can make a difference.  We need those who can educate us in this area of poverty. 
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 Young adults are an important field for seeding the gospel as they will form the 

foundation of the next generation of families.     

 Pope Francis challenges us to “lean into the light” versus concentrating on what is  

broken … to affirm and call forth young adults who have great potential (for this leaning 

into the light).  We need to help them do that for the sake of the next generation of 

family life. 

 There was strong consensus the area of The Family should be one of the top priorities 

for a number of reasons: 

 The family is the nucleus of society and the family is falling apart and thus society is 

falling apart. 

 In listening to the Church.  Pope Francis has called a synod in the fall with the family as 

the focus. 

 That family social justice issues: poverty, suicide, homelessness are linked to the well-

being of the family unit. 

1.6  SPIRITUAL EXERCISES 

 A recognition that the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius are the basis of our 

“contemplatives in action spirituality” and that all members be provided with 

opportunities to grow and deepen their experience of living out of the Exercises. 

 That the Spiritual Exercises be core 

 Annotation 18 is very valid for groups, ie: “Retreat in the Real World” through Creighton 

University on-line Ministry. 

 importance for communities to experience manual three - communal exercises -  to 
practise communal discernment formally and to be familiar with consensus 

 National needs to ensure the GG or some other appropriate CLC members are trained to 
guide the communal spiritual exercises. 

 National CLC communicate with those who have the ministry for spiritual exercises for 
each region to continue to train individuals and develop persons for this ministry. 

 National evaluate the need for Ignatian based spiritual directors to offer spiritual 
exercises for present and future CLC members who have not made the spiritual 
exercises. 

 National encourage CLC communities to discern their call to communal spiritual 
exercises. 

 That the SE continue to be the core of our formation – that guides and coordinators be 
given more  opportunities to deepen their understanding, especially as the SE relate to 
decision making   

 That Ignatian based retreats be offered again so that people with know about the 
Spiritual Exercises, live them, and experience them in a retreat setting. 

 The Spiritual Exercises should be required of all members of CLC.  
 Seeing the success in Sp Exx director training in the Rockies. it is recommended to run 

similar training in other regions 

 As a region link Formation more specifically in terms of the Exercises with movements of 

the spirits we are experiencing in mission. 
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 An area of need is also ongoing formation of CLC members. Formation through the 

Exercises, through ongoing workshops and tools for individual spiritual growth and 

development are integral to having a well formed and spiritually enlightened group of 

leaders working with our Lord to bring our Church into the 21st Century. We need to 

always lead with our Guiding Principles and Spiritual Foundation 

 Because of the need to be well grounded, that we as CLC members grow in our life of 
prayer and our relationship with Christ as we live out of the Spiritual Exercises. 

 That our national leadership make young adults a priority moving forward 

 That our national leadership seek out those that were involved initially in identifying 

youth as part of our mission statement 

 That we engage young adults in our work places, parishes, etc. thereby opening up 

opportunities for discovering Ignatius Spirituality and contemplative prayer 

 That we help young adults to discover through CLC the gift of discernment and finding 

God in all things 

 That a young adult representative be identified and invited to join CLC Canada 

 That each Region identify a young adult and invite that young adult person into their 

ranks across Canada so they would have support and a connectedness 

 That National pursue all information from the Regions with regards to initiatives towards 

young adults to share with all regions information about what communication strategies 

are available and effective 

 Acquire more knowledge to develop leadership abilities to run retreats or take action 
 

1.7 COMMUNICATION 
 

 Invite people to CLC’s “Come and See” 
 Affirm each other’s gifts/talents 
 To make better use of Newsletters, Updates and Colloquy to share our communal 

experiences to inspire, nurture and nourish one another. 

 That we hear more witness stories of ‘acting as community’ through CLC Canada’s 
communication channels/Regional gatherings/Assemblies 

 That our CLC Canada common mission be included front and center in National 

materials. 

 Good communication among communities about action. 
 Invitation to members of other communities to share in a particular outreach. 
 CLC s to collaborate re. spiritual hunger and desire to have retreats in daily life on this 

continent e.g Ignatian Centre in Montreal , Re: environment - collaborate with other 
organizations e.g D&P  

 Being transparent re individual missions , inspires others to leadership 
 Try to make our structure and communication, both regionally and nationally as efficient 

as possible, so as not to drain communities energy. 

 Communications-Communications-Communications - on all levels and in both directions: 
within community, between communities (local, regional and national, and world).  This 
cannot be stressed enough 

 Write a "green advantages " pamphlet for Skype.                                                                  

Write a "Skype at a glance" pamphlet. 
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 That conversations be regularly scheduled in our CLC meetings to discuss our response 

to national and regional newsletter contributions  

 That Regional and National gatherings build in to their schedules specific times and 
means to share/witness to mission efforts/actions for inspiration and support 

 We need to be aware of what other groups are doing in the way of education/social 

justice so that we may support/take part in their works by prayer and possibly action . 

 We feel that, in CLC, we need to use language that is clearer, more accessible 
 Communication: Find ways to communicate world and national mission statements , 

goals etc in ways that invite participation and communication within all CLC 

 That CLC network with those outside CLC to find the expertise needed to educate us in 
social justice issues*  

 Emphasize the communication between members across Canada through our 
newsletters but in spite of the advantages of technical tools, let’s not forget that 
personal face-t-face gatherings are important. To encourage gatherings between 
individuals, groups, leaders, etc. 

 That CLC more intentionally interact  with groups like Development and Peace, etc. to 
address communication, education and social justice issues* 

 Make efforts to have more regular communication with CVX Canada and try to work 
together i.e. have translated CVX Update or whatever their publication is included in 
Update and hopefully offer a translation of Update to them each time. Include East 
coast and west etc so we can all support each others initiatives and work more closely 
together 

 a major discouragement is when the technology - most recently, Skype - doesn't work 

 A greater sharing of our resources (documents, processes, communal actions, 
workshops, etc.) with each other and other Regions in Canada and beyond. 

 Colloquy and Update to include Formation articles.  

 Toward better communication - Central Region share ‘ directory’ as far as member 
phone numbers immediately.  

 New format of sharing and participation with the use of new technologies and internet 

(video, recording…) vs. written - to shorten the distance of different regions; and to 

allow those who cannot attend Assemblies, Meetings and other gatherings to participate 

from where they are. 

 One large challenge we have had in Central Region has been how to communicate 

effectively, without overwhelming members.   

 
1.8 EDUCATION 

 That on-going formation be part and parcel of our CLC way of life, especially for 
leadership roles:  Exco (National/Regional), Guides, Contacts, Co-ordinators, etc. 

 Focus on discernment of spirits 
 Incorporating the Three Pillars of Formation 
 Seek the Holy Spirit's guidance more explicitly/intentionally. 
 Be more specific in asking the Holy Spirit to come upon us. 
 To make more time within our Regional gatherings for CLC groups to witness how the 

use of certain CLC tools were implemented within their communities. 
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 To be more knowledgeable around one another’s common mission for support; prayerful 

and otherwise.  

 To continue with group processes – the AGM timeline not only led to an appreciation of 

others’ perspectives but also put apparent failures into perspective. 

 Find ways to educate the public about CLC as a way of life. 
 That all CLC groups study and pray through the World CLC document, the Process of 

Growth, and use it as an instrument to assist each group to keep moving through 
the    Canadian formation program to permanent commitment. 

 That we hear more witness stories of ‘acting as community’ through CLC Canada’s 
communication channels/Regional gatherings/Assemblies 

 That all levels of CLC be intentional about the DSSE way of proceeding  
 That greater efforts be made to have CLC members bring their individual apostolic 

decisions to the community for discernment so as to ‘act as community’ in all mission 
efforts 

 That CLC more intentionally interact  with groups like Development and Peace, etc. to 
address communication, education and social justice issues* 

 Formation is an important part of the community to ground the individual. It is 
important that there is communal support whenever an individual assumes a role or a 
responsibility. Building trust between the members and establishing time for bonding 
with the group will develop more cohesiveness of the group. 

 importance  in Canadian formation for communities to follow the roadmap of the 
document - Process of Growth > to become permanent members of CLC 

 Use technology to capture assemblies for those unable to attend and those who are 
alone or far from a group, to maintain contact and help everyone experience the 
blessings of assemblies and other leadership events. 

 Continue to share our Canadian formation materials and other materials internationally 
 A one pager introductory sheet to explain the journey of the CLC community 
 Recommend the Listening Heart to prepare Prayer Companions  
 Explore great use of web-based resources in formation 
 That CLC network with those outside CLC to find the expertise needed to educate us in 

social justice issues*  
 That guides and other CLC leaders be given more formation in social analysis* 
 That the National identify areas in which CLC Canada needs to be ‘educated’ in order to 

deal with the cultural realities which impact areas of CLC mission  

 Make the manual more user friendly around principles of Ignatian Spirituality 
 Know the audience … who is the manual going to speak to 
 Create resources that are less focused on specific theologies in the manual 

 Personally, after following the first three manuals, I wish there were more 
recommendations for material structure to pray with and to focus the sharing in part one 
of the meeting, perhaps by sharing what is working in other CLCs?  This is not to replace 
one’s personal strategy to keep in touch with where God is in every moment of our day.  

 As a national body and as regions identify strategies for regional leaders to act with CLC 
clusters to EDUCATE……….Discern, Send,  Support , Evaluate…and Celebrate!! 

 We cannot be CLC unless we have knowledge and understanding of the CLC way of life 

and what is authentic CLC 

 Make our face more known in parishes 
 Become more involved with parish workshops, Retreats based on Ignatian Spirituality 

 Let the ‘fruit of our leaven’ be seen in its raising to concrete actions.  
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 Toward more cohesive leadership plan another LFE and /or incorporate this formation 
regularly into Regional meetings / add a Youth /Young Adult component.* 

 Share with Formation team inspiring resources for mature communities. 
 CELEBRATE: Discipline and focus of CLC world wide formation process that holds a 

standard with freedom within the structure, prayer/contemplation, relaxed comfortable 
an ease in community,  perseverance, we are church 

 An area of need is also ongoing formation of CLC members.  

 Fr. Peter Bisson S.J.'s Communal Apostolic Discernment Workshop in Jan. 2009 and his 
central message that the quality of what we do is determined by the quality of our 
relationships. 

 Fr. Alberto Brito, S.J. from Brazil via Rome, who when asked what is the essence of CLC, 
responded in the simple yet profound “three pillars” of CLC. 

 Communal Awareness/review of our Spiritual Journey is important to move forward 

 

1.9 SOCIAL JUSTICE IN ACTION 

 Further emphasis on the Spiritual Exercises in action for CLC – overt indication that 
Formation is intended for mission 

 Look at the needs around us and respond to them out of our love for each other and 
God's love for us. 

 As Mother Theresa admonished those who would join her in Calcutta, “Do what is in 
front of you.” 

 make conserted and constrained effort with CVX Canada to act as as ONE community   
e.g. Haitian Mission 

 Reminding ourselves of the living and teachings of Christ and of how he was oppressed 
and how we oppress others as individuals or groups, should be the essence of our 
leadership.*  

 That CLC network with those outside CLC to find the expertise needed to educate us in 
social justice issues * 

 That we continue our efforts to meet and collaborate with Jesuits in areas of common 
mission 

 To find ways to collaborate with like minded groups ( i.e. Jesuit community) Kairos, 
Development and Peace, Jesuit Volunteers Canada 

 Continue to be a watch dog on the government policies and focus on social justice. 
 That CLC more intentionally interact  with groups like Development and Peace, etc. to 

address communication, education and social justice issues* 

 Investigate partnerships – Development and Peace; The Mennonite Central Committee  
 Regarding the Jesuit province of Canada will include Haiti and French speaking area, we 

can work closer with the Jesuit in advocating the spirituality in Haiti 
 Establish a working group to train and explore the expertise of those CLC/Ignatian 

Catholic Schools, inject this Ignatian curriculum for the Haitian students (as well as for 
students here in Canada)? 

 As a national identify ‘the poor’ we are to serve ‘in common’. 
 Every Parish ought to have a discerned mission ‘outside of the walls’ to be example of 

Jesus’ mission in the World. Would this be an avenue for young families to see the 

Gospel in action and the whole family see how they might be actively involved?  CLC 

goes to church! 
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 Let the ‘fruit of our leaven’ be seen in its raising to concrete actions.  

 CELEBRATE: Central’s Haitian Mission 2010 -2014 seems to be growing exponentially in 

terms of growing relationships and opportunities to serve in collaboration with, Jesuits 

and CVX DR and Haiti. 

 I think our Common Apostolic Mission to Haitians including those living in Dominican 
Republic is something we can be grateful for; the Spirit has moved us deeply, as was 
seen at our Regional Assembly last fall (2013). Lack of communication/information, 
particularly when there was a transition underway with the school in La Cienaga, has 
been discouraging.             

 

2.0 Recommendations  specific to the wording of the Common Mission Statement. 

 That “the Mission statement (or something very similar) be retained, as we see it as fundamental 

to CLC. 

 As a community, we believe that this (3rd) mission goal is still very relevant but that, in view of 

the last World, National and Regional Assemblies, the wording should change to update our 

National Mission to include how we have evolved in the last 15 years. 

 We recommend that the wording be changed: 

FROM 

 “As Christian Life Community of Canada we will act as communities, not individual identities”      

TO:  

“As Christian Life Community of Canada, we will act as an apostolic, discerning community”  

 That the DSSE language be incorporated into CLC Canada’s1999 Common Mission 

 Update the statement to reflect that we are an apostolic community called to be prophetic 

 A mission statement begins with an identity, for example.... “ We are the CLC of Canada made up 

of Christian women and men”  
 We believe that that, although it is imperative to be present to the young adults, continuing to 

invite them to Come and See programs, offer formation in the use of Ignatian tools (ie 

Discernment, Examen, etc) we see this group as ONE of the many we are called to serve. Often 

times young adults are part of the people we serve as, for example with the Refugees. And so, 

we recommend that  “with special attention to youth/young adults” be taken out of the Common 

Mission. 

 The mission statement neglects to identify us a contemplative community that discern the call to 

action. 

 “We will develop leadership in CLC Canada that will move communities to action” is still relevant. 

 Attention to youth and young adults: Continue to pursue this goal as an Ignatian lay community.  

 Change the word “youth” or include the age bracket every time.  There is a misconception about 

what a youth is; ie; "youth vs. young adult".  We consider youth to mean up to ages 21 years 

and young adult  up to age 35 years.  
 This goal is still relevant.   Concern for environment / ecology to be added.  

 Move the word “Communication” out of the ‘mission component’ of the Mission Statement. Put 

something in the Mission Statement about who we serve (eg the disenfranchised) 

 Include in the Mission Statement the 3 Pillars of CLC (Spiritual Exercises, Community and 

Mission) 
 Rewording could be : “ Through the Apostate of the Spiritual Exercises, CLC is called by the 

Trinity to service” 

 is this particular mission goal still relevant for CLC Canada? It continues to be of prime 

importance that we continue developing leadership that will move communities to action with 

special attention to the youth/young adults 
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 This Common Mission Statement honors our past but CLC has evolved (3 General Assemblies). 

Our mission statement needs to reflect the deepening call to mission. 

 We think that this goal still seems relevant but suggest clarifying ‘communication, education and 

social justice’. Perhaps we could also add in ‘family, globalization and poverty, ecology and 

youth’. 

 Revise the wording of this part of the Common Mission statement with the help of a writing team 

at NA - this third goal is most important yet not easy to read with a “:” in the middle of it.   
 Revise wording – define our sense of and use of the word “leadership” 

 Re-word this sentence: not simply(only/just) as individual identities. But as 

community – in every aspect. 

  Glossary would be helpful. 

 Highlight the importance of Ignatian teamwork (see attached article) 

 We are leaders at every level: time commitment is one of the key issues; we do 

encourage leaders. 
 Guides/Coordinators peer group: encouraging collaborative style leadership. 

 The very concept of Ignatian leadership-the community holds leadership 

dynamics. Individuals/groups are missioned and supported to coordinate the 

discerned collective action. 
 Keep this statement on youth/young adults in statement but elaborate on it. 

 All the “frontiers” should be included in a revised CLC mission statement. 

 

How will CLC National develop the framework to evaluate growth and responsiveness to 

the outcomes of the actions recommended by this evaluation process? 

 

 

May 16, 2014. 

 


